
1. The Ullapool Decision 3:05

2. The Potato Van 2:34

3. Smithy’s Porridge 2:34

4. Airwell 3:09

5. Eleven Icebergs 4:05

6. Purple Turtle 2:11

7. Inlander 4:19

8. Sleep 2:47

9. The Fisherman 3:37

10. Murren 2:46

11. Martingale 3:20

12. Topanga 3:47

13. Night Fishing 3:23

14. Mapping The Paddocks 2:56

Total Running Time 44:30

NIGHT FISHING

Simon Fox’s second album brings a unique voice
to the acoustic guitar, featuring 14 original
compositions including 3 re-releases from
his first cd ‘In The Duck Shed’.

Supported by cinematic strings, violin, and
Djembe rhythms, this recording creates a
mood both ambient and dynamic.
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SIMON FOX
NIGHT FISHING

RECORDING:
Produced and engineered by Lee Buddle at Sound Mine Studios, Perth,
Western Australia 2002/2003. Recorded, mixed and mastered by Lee Buddle.
Songs 3,6 and 10 re-released from ‘In The Duck Shed’ also recorded by Lee
Buddle 2000.

MUSICIANS:
Simon Fox - acoustic guitar
Paul Wright - violin
Iain Robbie - djembe, percussion
Lee Buddle - keyboards

COPYRIGHT:
All songs written by and copyright to Simon Fox, 2003.
Unauthorised copying, hiring, lending, public performance
or communication to the public prohibited.

Title for track 13 inspired by 'Mapping the Paddocks' by Chester Eagle,
published by McPhee Gribble, Penguin Books.

All songs were recorded with a Lowden O12 steel-string guitar.
Songs 5,7 and 12 were played in the CGCGCD tuning, the rest using DADGAD.

Snazzy graphic design provided by Stephen Emery (www.iinet.net.au/~pox).
Cover photography and concept by Sarah and Adam Fox
(www.studiosavvy.com.au). Many thanks to Norman Dodds for the  Scottish
Borders castle photography (http://home.freeuk.com/dunsps/fotozone.htm).

Contact Simon via e-mail at: simonfox@iinet.net.au 

For Alannah,

Being an endless source of good will, support and quality hatwear.
Thank you for the sense of humour, patience and so many laughs.

Special thanks to Lee Buddle for breathing life into this recording,
teaching me along the way, bringing the guest musicians together and

providing a rare attention to detail.

And of course thanks to the extended family, Mum and Dad, Adam and
Sarah, Nick and Ingrid, Jazzy-B, Miro, Mona, and the Hickson Clan.

(10) MURREN (SIMON FOX) - ‘IN THE DUCK SHED’
Inspired by a little town way up in the Swiss Alps.Amazing scenery,snow and
cows with huge bells on.

(11) MARTINGALE (SIMON FOX)
An unusual song written out of a backpack.Martingale sounds like a nice
bird or something,but is actually the name of a highly dubious roulette
strategy where you keep doubling your bet on red until you win.This
sounds great but doesn’t work at all.

(12) TOPANGA (SIMON FOX)
Named after Topanga Canyon in Los Angeles,looking down on the vast
mass of humanity one night around 6pm.So many people doing stuff,
though nothing so rewarding as discovering the broccoli and mayonnaise
combination that i did.

(13) NIGHT FISHING (SIMON FOX)
Late Sunday night sometime around 2am,still awake as always.Perched in
the loft with a pot of peppermint tea and Ylang Ylang on the burner,this
song came together.It’s a nice sleepy tune,which ironically kept me awake
until 6am to finish.

(14) MAPPING THE PADDOCKS (SIMON FOX)
Strolling down Brunswick St in downtown Fitzroy Melbourne,
we  stumbled across this book title in a second-hand shop
‘Mapping the Paddocks’ is a rollicking tune with a Celtic feel to it,
written over a long Melbourne winter.

(1) THE ULLAPOOL DECISION (SIMON FOX)
nothing more than a bunch of Aussies trying to find somewhere to crash
for the night in Ullapool,Scotland.The fish and chips alone were enough
to inspire this song.

(2) POTATO VAN (SIMON FOX)
A finger-picking hoe-down inspired by the timeless joy of eating jacket
potatoes at folk festivals.This song was pieced together over a long 
time and includes some of those McManus thumb triplets.

(3) SMITHY’S PORRIDGE (SIMON FOX) - ‘IN THE DUCK SHED’
A song title perhaps conjuring up images of an old farmer pottering about
in the country,but actually named after a dog next door called smithy
who used to deposit porridge on our door step.

(4) AIRWELL (SIMON FOX)
An ill-fated return to London saw me teamed up on vocals with a 45 
minute old baby,yelling into the optimistically named ‘airwell’ in a West
Hampstead flat.All the seedy bedroom windows in the building fed into
this concrete air tube where we put this song together.I hope the kid turns
out ok.

(5) ELEVEN ICEBERGS (SIMON FOX)
This is a moody tune written late with a tangled head full of computer
junk from the day.Alannah made the mistake of asking me about it,so I
told her about the exciting world of 3D geometry.She emerged with the
words ‘Eleven Icebergs’ which was the most sensible thing I’d heard all day.

(6) PURPLE TURTLE (SIMON FOX)
Named after a pub in North London where Tuesday night’s regular
open-night heard this song on several occasions.

(7) INLANDER (SIMON FOX)
This song takes you way out of wherever you are,into the wide open
spaces of somewhere else much better,preferably by train through 
the Swiss alps.

(8) SLEEP (SIMON FOX)
This is a restless song which explores some of the less comfortable
features of the DADGAD guitar tuning.The result is a kind of
searching feeling,until it finally settles into familiar territory
for the ending.

(9) THE FISHERMAN (SIMON FOX)
A smooth melodic aire brought to life by Paul Wright’s lovely violin
playing.The title comes from a foggy morning way up on the Isle of
Skye,where a fisherman had his rod cast into what appeared to be a cloud.

Copyright 2003. Unauthorised copying, hiring, lending, public performance
or communication to the public prohibited. All songs written by Simon Fox.
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until 6am to finish.

(14) MAPPING THE PADDOCKS (SIMON FOX)
Strolling down Brunswick St in downtown Fitzroy Melbourne,
we  stumbled across this book title in a second-hand shop
‘Mapping the Paddocks’ is a rollicking tune with a Celtic feel to it,
written over a long Melbourne winter.

(1) THE ULLAPOOL DECISION (SIMON FOX)
nothing more than a bunch of Aussies trying to find somewhere to crash
for the night in Ullapool,Scotland.The fish and chips alone were enough
to inspire this song.

(2) POTATO VAN (SIMON FOX)
A finger-picking hoe-down inspired by the timeless joy of eating jacket
potatoes at folk festivals.This song was pieced together over a long 
time and includes some of those McManus thumb triplets.

(3) SMITHY’S PORRIDGE (SIMON FOX) - ‘IN THE DUCK SHED’
A song title perhaps conjuring up images of an old farmer pottering about
in the country,but actually named after a dog next door called smithy
who used to deposit porridge on our door step.

(4) AIRWELL (SIMON FOX)
An ill-fated return to London saw me teamed up on vocals with a 45 
minute old baby,yelling into the optimistically named ‘airwell’ in a West
Hampstead flat.All the seedy bedroom windows in the building fed into
this concrete air tube where we put this song together.I hope the kid turns
out ok.

(5) ELEVEN ICEBERGS (SIMON FOX)
This is a moody tune written late with a tangled head full of computer
junk from the day.Alannah made the mistake of asking me about it,so I
told her about the exciting world of 3D geometry.She emerged with the
words ‘Eleven Icebergs’ which was the most sensible thing I’d heard all day.

(6) PURPLE TURTLE (SIMON FOX)
Named after a pub in North London where Tuesday night’s regular
open-night heard this song on several occasions.

(7) INLANDER (SIMON FOX)
This song takes you way out of wherever you are,into the wide open
spaces of somewhere else much better,preferably by train through 
the Swiss alps.

(8) SLEEP (SIMON FOX)
This is a restless song which explores some of the less comfortable
features of the DADGAD guitar tuning.The result is a kind of
searching feeling,until it finally settles into familiar territory
for the ending.

(9) THE FISHERMAN (SIMON FOX)
A smooth melodic aire brought to life by Paul Wright’s lovely violin
playing.The title comes from a foggy morning way up on the Isle of
Skye,where a fisherman had his rod cast into what appeared to be a cloud.
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4. Airwell 3:09
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6. Purple Turtle 2:11

7. Inlander 4:19

8. Sleep 2:47

9. The Fisherman 3:37

10. Murren 2:46

11. Martingale 3:20

12. Topanga 3:47

13. Night Fishing 3:23

14. Mapping The Paddocks 2:56

Total Running Time 44:30

NIGHT FISHING

Simon Fox’s second album brings a unique voice
to the acoustic guitar, featuring 14 original
compositions including 3 re-releases from
his first cd ‘In The Duck Shed’.

Supported by cinematic strings, violin, and
Djembe rhythms, this recording creates a
mood both ambient and dynamic.
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SIMON FOX
NIGHT FISHING

RECORDING:
Produced and engineered by Lee Buddle at Sound Mine Studios, Perth,
Western Australia 2002/2003. Recorded, mixed and mastered by Lee Buddle.
Songs 3,6 and 10 re-released from ‘In The Duck Shed’ also recorded by Lee
Buddle 2000.

MUSICIANS:
Simon Fox - acoustic guitar
Paul Wright - violin
Iain Robbie - djembe, percussion
Lee Buddle - keyboards

COPYRIGHT:
All songs written by and copyright to Simon Fox, 2003.
Unauthorised copying, hiring, lending, public performance
or communication to the public prohibited.

Title for track 13 inspired by 'Mapping the Paddocks' by Chester Eagle,
published by McPhee Gribble, Penguin Books.

All songs were recorded with a Lowden O12 steel-string guitar.
Songs 5,7 and 12 were played in the CGCGCD tuning, the rest using DADGAD.

Snazzy graphic design provided by Stephen Emery (www.iinet.net.au/~pox).
Cover photography and concept by Sarah and Adam Fox
(www.studiosavvy.com.au). Many thanks to Norman Dodds for the  Scottish
Borders castle photography (http://home.freeuk.com/dunsps/fotozone.htm).

Contact Simon via e-mail at: simonfox@iinet.net.au 

For Alannah,

Being an endless source of good will, support and quality hatwear.
Thank you for the sense of humour, patience and so many laughs.

Special thanks to Lee Buddle for breathing life into this recording,
teaching me along the way, bringing the guest musicians together and

providing a rare attention to detail.

And of course thanks to the extended family, Mum and Dad, Adam and
Sarah, Nick and Ingrid, Jazzy-B, Miro, Mona, and the Hickson Clan.
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